COMPUTER RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GPUNCHER.

1. A minimum **dual core** CPU with a minimum of 3.0 Ghz
2. 64 bit architecture with any windows, 7, 8 or 10, 32 bit is OK too.
3. 16 Gb of Ram memory
4. A at least 1 Gb real graphics card with a fast speed clock of 1000Ghz or more, our prefered
   is 2Ghz- DO NOT CONFUSE WITH AN INTEGRATED GRAPHICS CARD,
   INTEGRATED IS NOT A REAL GAPHICS CARD, we recommend a real graphics card
5. You hard drive capacity depend of how much programming and storage you would do, now
days 1 Tb is normal. The fastest the better, 7200 RPM recommended.
6. 24" screen monitor, 27" is our prefered with a minimum resolution of 1920x1080

This is what we recommend but all depends on how heavily you would use your computer with how many applications open at the same time.